Banding of suspended particles in a rotating fluid-filled horizontal cylinder.
Non-Brownian particles suspended at low volume concentration in a rotating horizontal cylinder filled with a low-viscosity fluid are observed to segregate into well-defined periodic axial bands. We present an experimental investigation of the dependence of the phenomenon on particle characteristics, tube diameter and length, and fluid viscosity. A theoretical explanation of the phenomenon is suggested, in which the segregation occurs as a result of mutual interaction between the particles and inertial waves excited in the bounded fluid. This leads to the result that macroscopic suspended particles accumulate in alternate nodes of the wave excitation, which is in agreement with the experiments, and leads to two degenerate band patterns for each mode. Under some conditions the observed pattern oscillates between the two possible band configurations. The mechanism underlying the oscillations is unclear. A confirmation of the theoretical approach was obtained by means of a photographic capture of the flow field resulting from the inertial waves.